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Developing a mentor recommender system
that suggests relevant professors to students

based on their queries, such as interests in
specific areas (e.g., design).

PROBLEM STATEMENT



Potential Applications
Academic institutions: In schools and colleges, students can be matched
to their mentor soulmates
Professional Development: getting career advice from someone who's
been there, done that.
Skill Development Platforms: this can also be extended to online skill
development platforms to recommend the courses which perfectly align
with your aim.

Potential Impact
Time and Resource efficiency
Optimized matching
Improved learning outcomes



LITERATURE REVIEW

(Source: Connected Papers)



RELATED WORK IN NLP AND TEXT PROCESSING:

‘BERT: Pre-training of Deep Bidirectional Transformers for Language
Understanding’ by Devlin et al.:
We delved into this paper to understand BERT's architecture and pre training
process. BERT's pre-trained embeddings will play a crucial role in understanding
the context of professor descriptions in our recommender system.

‘A Survey of Recommender Systems’ by Adomavicius and Tuzhilin:

This survey paper provides an overview of various recommendation systems,
including collaborative filtering and content-based filtering. It helped us understand
the foundational concepts of recommendation systems and their applications.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON MENTOR RECOMMENDER
SYSTEMS:



DATASET 

Data Collection Method: We made a web scraper to collect data from
academic sources such as university websites, and official faculty
profiles. 

Ethical Considerations: No ethical concerns were encountered as the
data collected was publicly available and did not contain personal or
sensitive information.

Dataset Size: The dataset comprises information on a substantial
number of professors, which includes their names, areas of expertise,
research projects, and small descriptions. (217)

Missing Data Handling: Employing strategies that involve initial data
collection and the exploration of additional data sources.



SCRAPER FUNCTION 



Step 1:  Create a TF-IDF vectorizer for the tags column and generate the probability
matrix. 

Step  2: Identify the number of clusters (5)

Step 3: Apply GMM and form clusters

Step 4: Accept the user preference, vectorize it and map it to the professors 

GMM



Tokenization

ML METHODOLOGY

Masking

Model Training User input
embeddings

Cosine
Similarity

Measuring
accuracy



FEATURE PREPROCESSING: TOKENIZER

Adapting raw text to a format suitable for the BERT model:
Text converted into BERT-compatible format

Tokenization 

Padding: Sequences shorter than the maximum length are padded with a

special [PAD] token to match the maximum length

Truncation: BERT has a maximum input length. Sequences longer than this

length are truncated (512)

Transformation into tensor format:  Necessary for compatibility with PyTorch



MASKED LANGUAGE MODELLING
BERT considers context from both directions

Some tokens in the input are randomly selected and replaced with the [MASK] token.

The model is then trained to predict the original words based on the context of the

surrounding words, facilitati ng the model's ability to predict and understand context.



USER INPUT
Use our pre-trained model to create BERT embeddings of the input

Mean pooling to capture the overall semantic meaning

MATCHING
Calculate cosine-similarity scores between the input embeddings and the faculty bios

Recommend the top 5 based on these scores



EXAMPLE



TRUTH TABLE - MEASURING ACCURACY
We created a ground truth table with manually identified and verified
recommendations for various inputs.

Our model was tested on the same inputs and classified correct if 3/5
recommendations matched.

MODEL ACCURACY



USER FEEDBACK - TO CALCULATE PERFORMANCE

We also manually collected feedback from
our peers to test the results of our model

Average score of 3.62/5 (72%)

Low scores from:
Prompts that were unrelated (Ex.Gaming)
Uncovered feilds from data (Ex.Traffic
management)



FUTURE FORE SIGHT

Challenge: Expanding our dataset by scraping LinkedIn poses a challenge as the
platform does not permit scraping activities. 

Solution: We will employ web drivers to access LinkedIn data. We will ensure data privacy
and compliance with LinkedIn's policies by anonymising user names and focusing solely
on extracting area of expertise and interests, to enhance the training of our model.

1.Data Privacy and Ethics 

Challenge: Currently, we don’t take into account the timeline of the work done by the
professors. We also aren’t giving a priority queue to the user inputs.

Solution: Assign weights which are factored into our recommendations. The recent work
done/ research interests will have higher weights. We aim to use data from either
LinkedIn/their personal websites which are up to date and chronological.

2. Weighted Recommendations



THANK YOU!


